128 Basic Drafting Supply List:
Drafting tools are available at DaVinci Artist Supply

**DRAFTING TOOLS**

Drafting Board minimum 30" length 30" with Parallel Rule or T-Square

Vinyl Board Cover

12" Architectural Scale *

12" - 30° 60° 90° Triangle *

8" - 45° 45° 90° Triangle *

Leadholder *

Leads - 2H, IF *

Lead Sharpener *

White Eraser *

Erasing Shield *

Drafting Brush *

Dry Cleaning Pad *

Ames Lettering Guide *

Roll of Trace 12" wide *

Circle Template in fractions of INCHES *

Drafting / Masking Tape

Furniture Template in 1/4” scale

Sheets of 18” x 24” Vellum & Mylar, as needed

25' Measuring Tape

Optional Equipment: additional leadholder, adjustable triangle, roll of 18” trace, 4” scale

Drafting materials marked with an asterisk * are available in a kit from DaVinci Artist Supply